1. Mount bottom of sign flush with the bottom edge of the deck facing traffic.
2. Align right edge of sign with outside edge of shoulder.
3. This drawing will be accompanied by standard drawing 616-2, extruded aluminum signs.
4. Provide structural steel plates and shapes that conform to ASTM A572 and galvanize according to ASTM A663.
5. Provide 1/2" stainless steel screw anchors.
6. See roadway plans for sign details.
7. Provide sign that conforms to the "Standard Highway Signs" manual for guide sign designation D3-1 for white on green background.
9. Pay for extruded aluminum sign panels under the bid item 616-015A. Mounting bracket cost incidental to pay item 616-015A.

NOTE TO DESIGNER
A. Type 1 mounting bracket applications:
   - 32" concrete parapet
   - 42" concrete parapet
   - 42" single slope concrete parapet
   - Combination rail
B. Type 2 mounting bracket applications:
   - Ped/bicycle rail
   - Picket fence rail
   - 2-tube curb mount rail

Pay for extruded aluminum sign panels under the bid item 616-015A. Mounting bracket cost incidental to pay item 616-015A.

NOTE: Provide stainless steel screw anchors.

---

**NOTE:**

- Mount bottom of sign flush with the bottom edge of the deck facing traffic.
- Align right edge of sign with outside edge of shoulder.
- This drawing will be accompanied by standard drawing 616-2, extruded aluminum signs.
- Provide structural steel plates and shapes that conform to ASTM A572 and galvanize according to ASTM A663.
- Provide 1/2" stainless steel screw anchors.
- See roadway plans for sign details.
- Provide sign that conforms to the "Standard Highway Signs" manual for guide sign designation D3-1 for white on green background.
- Provide screw anchors in accordance with ACI 355.2, Chapter 17 that meet the assessment criteria of ACI 355.2. Submit ICC-ES report.
- Pay for extruded aluminum sign panels under the bid item 616-015A. Mounting bracket cost incidental to pay item 616-015A.

**NOTE TO DESIGNER**

- **Type 1 mounting bracket applications:**
  - 32" concrete parapet
  - 42" concrete parapet
  - 42" single slope concrete parapet
  - Combination rail
- **Type 2 mounting bracket applications:**
  - Ped/bicycle rail
  - Picket fence rail
  - 2-tube curb mount rail

Pay for extruded aluminum sign panels under the bid item 616-015A. Mounting bracket cost incidental to pay item 616-015A.

**NOTE:** Provide stainless steel screw anchors.